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Denzel Curry’s highly-anticipated third album, TA13OO,
bridges the gap between the older generation of hip hop
and the budding generation of SoundCloud rappers that
he helped birth in sound and style, all while commanding
respect from them both with lethal lyricism and deeply
personal storytelling. TA13OO is presented in three
acts: Light, Gray and Dark. Across the three sections of
TA13OO, Denzel explores topics including molestation,
the presidential election, fame, hatred, paranoia,
revenge, love, the current state of music and personal
tales of his own near death experiences. Sonically,
the album ranges just as widely as its subject matter:
Sounds of paranoia, fear of loss, brooding melancholy
and mood swings straight from hell all find their way
across TA13OO’s emotional landscape.

Thrice made its mark in the early 21st century with the
kinetic punk / hardcore hybrid of its debut, Identity
Crisis, and the 2003 masterpiece, The Artist in the
Ambulance. Palms matches its raw passion with a
measured intensity – a rare feat for an album so informed
by the volatility of the times. Thrice created Palms with
a free-form and fluid approach to the album’s sonic
element. The result is their most expansive work to date,
encompassing everything from viscerally charged posthardcore to piano-driven balladry. “Even though some
of these songs are really aggressive-sounding, I wanted
to make sure they never felt like finger-pointing,” says
singer Dustin Kensrue. Within that approach, Thrice
reveal their profound commitment to making an
enduring impact on the listener.

For Joyce Manor’s new album, Million Dollars To Kill
Me, the band wrote enough songs to fill a full-length,
and then worked to get songs lifted from emails
between frontman Barry Johnson and Impossibles’
guitarist/vocalist Rory Phillips (with whom he had been
co-writing long distance) to match the ones written at
full volume (“Bedroom charm versus live rock band,”
Johnson explains). Recorded at Converge’s Kurt
Ballou’s GodCity studio in Salem, MA, they recorded
daily 10-to-6 and then slept right upstairs in bunk
beds (“Kinda felt like camp,” says Johnson.) If 2016’s
Cody is about growing up, then Million Dollars To Kill
Me is about what happens next – the reckonings with
love, money, doubt and confusion, and the hope that
persists despite it all.

ZZ Top guitar giant Billy Gibbons follows-up his
much-admired Afro-Cuban inspired 2015 solo debut,
Perfectamundo with second album, The Big Bad
Blues. The focus of the new set is the lifetime love of
blues and rock ‘n’ roll that has fueled Gibbons’ entire
career. Its 11 tracks showcase a combination of his new
blues originals and interpretations of such numbers
as “Rollin’ and Tumblin’,” “Standing Around Crying,”
a Muddy Waters classic, and a pair of killers from Bo
Diddly. Says Gibbons: “The shift back to the blues
is a natural. It’s something which our followers can
enjoy with the satisfaction of experiencing the roots
tradition and, at the same time, feeling the richness of
stretching the art form.”

Legendary singer-songwriter (and Rock & Roll Hall of
Fame inductee) Steve Perry makes his long-awaited
return with Traces, his first new album in nearly a
quarter century. The famed singer introduces Traces
with lead track “No Erasin’” and reassuringly greets
fans with the opening line “I know it’s been a long
time comin’.” The track is an emotional homecoming,
a familiar welcome from the iconic voice and writer of
Journey’s timeless, global hits. “Putting 30 years into
10 songs has certainly been an emotional experience
for me,” says Perry. “Along the way, I rediscovered my
love for music.” In addition to his new material, Traces
also features a beautifully re-imagined cover of The
Beatles’ “I Need You.”
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Look Now is beautiful in its simplicity, reflective in
its lyrical vision, and surrounded by melodies and
orchestrations that are nothing short of heavenly.
It’s the first album Elvis Costello has made with The
Imposters - Steve Nieve (keyboards), Davey Faragher
(bass), and Pete Thomas (drums) - since the 2008
release of Momofuku. The Imposters don’t represent
Look Now’s only reunion. “Don’t Look Now,” “He’s Given
Me Things,” and “Photographs Can Lie” were co-written
with Burt Bacharach (who also plays piano) while
“Burnt Sugar Is So Bitter” was written with Carole King.
Other highlights include the jubilant “Under Lime” and
the low-key, soul-inflected “Unwanted Number,” which
Costello initially wrote for the 1996 Allison Anders
movie Grace of My Heart. A warm and welcome return.

Eric Church is considered something of an outlaw
in Country Music for a simple reason: He keeps
things, well, simple – but without dumbing it down.
His intimate songs are written for humans rather
than demographics. The rockers soar like Seger and
Springsteen. He’s a superstar still that thinks like an
artist rather than a caricature. Most of all, People
love Eric Church because he writes great songs – and
Desperate Man is another collection of winners. “Heart
Like a Wheel” is a slow-burner with hints of Radiohead.
“Monsters” is a perfect showcase of his lyrical gifts, and
the title cut is his “Sympathy for the Devil” – a congadriven rocker that serves as a statement-of-purpose:
Feet on the ground, but staring at the stars.

Macy Gray reaffirms and reasserts her gem-like rarity
with her tenth album, Ruby. Channeling the spirit
of the “grimy” R&B and smoky jazz closest to her
heart, Macy made a leap forward by looking back
to formative inspirations. Take the first single “Sugar
Daddy” Co-written with none other than pop superstar
Meghan Trainor, the track swings from jazzy piano into
a cooing verse that’s as sweet as it is sassy. Raucous
horns that feel ripped from a classic seventies flick
augment the grit on “Cold World” as “Jealousy” spins a
covetous narrative that soars as it seduces. Gary Clark
Jr. adds six-string firepower to “Buddha.” Everything
culminates on the reggae-inspired “Witness.” Ruby
represents Macy Gray at her most passionate, poetic,
and powerful.

As Mutual Benefit, Jordan Lee has spent almost a
decade creating pop experiments that blend orchestral
instrumentation and ambient electronic sounds.
Thunder Follows The Light contemplates the ongoing
destruction of the outer world and how it shapes the
storms of our inner ones. Like his other releases, it is a
highly collaborative document. Its sprawling chamber
folk features many returning collaborators, as well as
first-time players, including vocalist Johanne Swanson
(of Yohuna), drummer Felix Walworth (of Told Slant),
saxophonist Gabriel Birnbaum (of Wilder Maker).
“Peace is more than just a season coming ‘round again,”
he sings on two different songs – and the emphasis
seems intentional. And in the world that birthed
Thunder Follows the Light, it feels like medicine.

After the release of their third, self-titled album in
2015, The Story So Far’s routine had caught up with
them. Says Parker Cannon, the band’s vocalist and
lyricist: “We knew we had to take a step back and
collect ourselves.” Proper Dose shows just how much
they’ve grown. Aided by the mixing of Eric Valentine
(Third Eye Blind, Queens Of The Stone Age) Proper
Dose unites the band’s past with its present. Cannon’s
voice has expanded along with the band’s sonic
palette. Guitarists Kevin Geyer and Will Levy compose
more nuanced parts, allowing the rhythm section
of drummer Ryan Torf and bassist Kelen Capener to
wander more than ever before. Each song explores new
directions, be it the Oasis-indebted “Upside Down” or
the electronic-flecked “Line.”
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East Tennessee roots rockers The Black Lillies’ new
album, Stranger to Me, is a distinct milestone in a
career arc that continues to climb. Lead track, “Ten
Years,” is the bridge to the band’s previous efforts. A
gentle country rocker gives Cruz Contreras room to
croon – his vocals reminiscent of a young Randy Travis
or Dan Tyminski. By track two, “Midnight Stranger,”
the guys lasso a classic rock groove in the vein of Bad
Company, and listeners will realize that any governor
on the throttle of this remodeled machine has been
yanked and discarded. By track three, “Weighting”
(one of bassist Sam Quinn’s three leads), The Black
Lillies are waist-deep in a maelstrom of new tricks that
both dazzle and satisfy.

Straddling the line between hot soul shouter and
velvety-smooth crooner, Ural Thomas released a few
singles in the late 60’s and early 70’s; most notably
“Can You Dig It,” which featured backing vocals from
soul luminaries Merry Clayton, Mary Wells and Brenda
Holloway. Thomas played over forty shows at the
legendary Apollo Theater before turning his back on
an unkind business and heading home to Portland, OR.
Though he never gave up his love for music, friends
encouraged him to get back into the game, and in 2016
he released a stellar comeback album on Mississippi
Records. Now he’s done it again for this aptly – and
hopefully prophetically – titled LP, The Right Time, as
Thomas deserves his place among the greats.

AJR – three brothers born and raised in New York
City – got their musical start busking in Central Park
and Washington Square. AJR were initially inspired
by the likes of The Beach Boys and Frankie Valli, but
the sound they’ve created mixes those classic sounds,
with flavors of Imagine Dragons, Fun., and Kanye West.
Their big break came when Ryan, who was bored in
a psychology class, tweeted a link to their song “I’m
Ready” to dozens of celebrities. Sia replied, and after
those first few moments, “I’m Ready” quickly took on a
life of its own. The Click is the next step forward in the
AJR story. Features the hit single, “Sober Up,” which
was written with Weezer’s Rivers Cuomo (he sings on
it, too).

Karma for Cheap is Aaron Lee Tasjan’s third LP.
While the stylistic shift from Tasjan’s palpably stoned
‘70s-country-channeling 2015 debut, In the Blazes, to his
more sophisticated, introspective and lushly produced
2016 follow-up, Silver Tears, was relatively incremental,
Karma’s rocked-up Britpop-influenced Beatles-BowieBadfinger vibes underscore a significant departure.
Rather than emulate Revolver, Karma’s sonic touchstone
is The Beatles’ Anthology series– a childhood favorite.
Perhaps the most poignant moment on Karma for Cheap
is the anthemic, hypnotic “Heart Slows Down” – a tune
rife with musical and lyrical references to The Beatles and
Tom Petty, anchored by an unforgettable chorus with a
Traveling Wilburys vibe that finds the sweet spot between
Tasjan’s two earliest musical heroes. Dig this pony.

Sonically, Mental Knife is the closest Hail The Sun
has come to realizing the sound they’ve sought since
forming in 2009. To realize their vision for Mental
Knife, the band worked with Beau Burchell, best
known as both a member of Saosin and the producers
of that band’s iconic album, Translating The Name,
which was a major influence on the members of Hail
The Sun. The title track directly addresses the record’s
mission statement behind a wall of scorching guitars,
visceral screams and driving percussion while second
single “Suffocating Syndrome” imagines what a
conversation with a god would be like over the sort
of heavy ethereal soundscape that one would expect
from such a weighted question. Still, dangerous thrills
lurk beneath melodic flourish.
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Adrianne Lenker has been writing songs since she was
ten years old. The last few years have been some of the
most prolific for Lenker as a writer. Songs pop out at
soundcheck. They pop out on late night drives between
cities. They pop out in green rooms, hotel stairwells,
gardens, and kitchens around the world. Songs can be
slippery and following a 2+ years on the road with Big
Thief, Lenker felt a growing need to document this
particular time in her life in an intimate, immediate way.
The result is her new album, Abysskiss, which further
illuminates that here we have a songwriter of the
highest order – following her voice with an unflinching
openness and clarity of translation.

By most bands’ fifth LP, the sound is pretty set.
Parameters established. Refinement dissipated in
favor of what’s worked in the past. Fine. In 2017, the
Nashville’s All Them Witches offered what might’ve
otherwise become their own template in their fourth
album, Sleeping Through The War. With oversight from
producer Dave Cobb (Jason Isbell, Sturgill Simpson),
the band had arrived at something fresher, sprawling,
and grander than anything before (and it ruled). So,
for ATW, the band holed up in a cabin to record a new
collection fast pushers and sleepy jams on its own. The
result, mixed by Rob Schnapf (Beck, Elliott Smith, Kurt
Vile), is dark and dank as the environs that captured it.
Pack the bowl tight and turn it up!

“Stardust Birthday Party is about human evolution.
Specifically, one human’s evolution: mine, Ron Gallo.
At one point, I was a very lost mid-twenties person
living in Philadelphia, in a relationship with someone
struggling with mental health issues and crippling
heroin addiction. I was asleep. I didn’t know how to
handle my life. I was also writing songs for Heavy Meta
- my ‘frustrated with humanity’ album. At the time it
all felt like an absolute nightmare. It was the perfect
doorway to look inside the place I’d been avoiding
forever: myself. Stardust Birthday Party is about what
is happening underneath all of this life stuff… And
that’s what this album is about, it’s me dancing while
destroying the person I thought I was, and hopefully
forever.”

Centered around John Butler’s virtuoso guitar stylings
and powerful, progressive lyricism, Home draws upon
a remarkable variety of musical genres, including folk,
blues, funk, classic rock ‘n’ roll, electronic noise and
beyond – all wrapped up in an explosive, outstanding
production. It’s a message of redemption, a reflection
of the inner and outer worlds Butler was experiencing
and observing during this chapter of his life.
“Throughout the years that it took to make this album,
there were tears and frustration, confusion and chaos,”
Butler explains. “But there was also family and friends,
honesty and vulnerability, gardens and harvest, service
and surrender. And in amongst it all, ultimately, there
was joy.” A unexpecting and thrilling new direction for
Butler and company, Home is a triumph.

From the opening slink and slither of Mabel John’s
“More Lovin’,” with its subdued track and smoky
vocal, to the Farfisa gypsy carnival whirl of “All Night,”
darkly seductive and slightly churning, Strange
Conversation places beloved vocalist Mandy Barnett
between obscure vintage pop and modern progressive
songwriting. Think Lee Hazlewood and the Tams meet
Tom Waits and Greg Garing. If it sounds too good to be
true, Hazlewood’s “The Fool,” the Tams’ “It’s All Right
(You’re Just In Love),” Waits’ “Puttin’ On The Dog” and
Garing’s “Dream Too Real To Hold” are all part of the
conversation – a musky brew of desire, rapture, and
discovery. Equally intriguing is a carny take on Sonny &
Cher’s “A Cowboy’s Work is Never Done.”
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Devonte Hynes returns with his fourth album as Blood
Orange – Negro Swan. Freetown Sound was released
to critical acclaim in 2016, receiving comparisons to
Kendrick Lamar and D’Angelo for its examination of life
as a black man in America. He has collaborated with
Solange Knowles, FKA Twigs, and was recently one of
four artists invited to the Kennedy Center to perform
alongside Philip Glass. Negro Swan is, according
to Hynes, “an honest look at the corners of black
existence, and the ongoing anxieties of queer/people
of color. The underlying thread through each piece on
the album is the idea of hope, and the lights we can try
to turn on within ourselves with a hopefully positive
outcome of helping others out of their darkness.”

More than 30 years after his groundbreaking Vital Idol
compilation cemented the vibrancy of the dance-rock
remix in the second half of the 1980s, Vital Idol: Revitalized
collection features 11 brand-new remixes of Billy Idol’s
most classic and enduring hits. Lending their hands to the
Revitalized proceedings are electronic dance luminaries
Moby, The Crystal Method, and Paul Oakenfold as well as
current innovators including RAC, Tropkillaz, Shiba San,
Juan Maclean, and CRAY. Highlights include The Crystal
Method’s percussive, explosive stab at “Rebel Yell,”
CRAY’s bass-and-keyboard-blessed “White Wedding,”
Tropkillaz’s trop-house framing of “Eyes Without A Face,”
St. Francis Hotel’s shimmering stop/start caress of “Flesh
For Fantasy,” and RAC’s retro-harmonic, fist-pumping
“Dancing With Myself.” Sorry kids: No “Mony Mony.”

In 2018, Low will turn 25. Since 1993, Alan Sparhawk and
Mimi Parker – the married couple whose heaven-andearth harmonies have always held the band’s center –
have pioneered a subgenre, shrugged off its strictures,
recorded a Christmas classic, become a magnetic onstage
force, and emerged as one of music’s most steadfast
and vital vehicles for pulling light from our darkest
emotional recesses. But Low will not commemorate its
first quarter-century with mawkish nostalgia or safe runs
through songbook favorites. Instead, in faithfully defiant
fashion, Low will release its most brazen, abrasive (and,
paradoxically, most empowering) album ever: Double
Negative, an unflinching 11-song quest through snarling
static and shattering beats that somehow culminates in
the brightest pop song of Low’s career. A masterpiece.

After more than a decade of collaboration and the
development of a rich friendship, Ishmael Butler – the
mastermind of Digable Planets and Shabazz Palaces
– and Seattle engineer, producer, songwriter, and film
composer Erik Blood, have made a proper full-length
record together as Knife Knights: 1 Time Mirage – an
eleven-track odyssey that finds the pair and a cast of
their friends weaving together a singular world of soul
and shoegaze, hip-hop and lush noise, bass and bedlam.
1 Time Mirage represents a playground for Butler and
Blood, a free space for unfettered exploration, and a
radically adventurous start to something much more
than a mere production duo or side project – each
listen reveals yet another connection between infinite
and interlocking pieces. You need this.

Redemption, Joe Bonamassa’s third album in a row
of all original material, sees him at his most ambitious
yet redefining and pushing the barriers of Blues Rock.
The LP reunites Bonamassa with some of Nashville’s
finest musical minds as well as drummer extraordinaire
Anton Fig. Redemption opens with a tip of the hat
to Led Zeppelin on “Evil Mama” that burrows into a
deep groove before ripping into the rockabilly-tinged
boogie blues of “King Bee Shakedown.” Elsewhere,
flavors of Tom Waits, country music, and surprising
atmospherics and, of course, a deep reverence of The
Blues weave in and out of Redemption’s songs. This
is Bonamassa at his purest – the perpetual student
becoming a true master of his craft.
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Elephants On Acid – Cypress Hill’s ninth album – is
the first to be produced by DJ Muggs since 2004’s Til
Death To Us Part. Reuniting with B Real and Sen Dog in
Los Angeles to record the album, Muggs also traveled
across the world to collect the vibe and sounds that
make up much of what you’ll hear from start to finish.
Cypress Hill takes the listener on a musical journey
from the alleyways of Cairo on “Band of Gypsies,” to
the mystical vibes of Joshua Tree where Ganja Sufi lays
down some cannabis-infused flow, to the streets of Los
Angeles on “Crazy” (that will bring the listener back to
the sound Cypress Hill (aided by the soulful vocals of
Brevi Wood) is best known.

Saintseneca’s Zac Little has been thinking about
memory – the common thread running throughout
the band’s fourth album, Pillar of Na: Its resilience, its
haziness, how it slips away as we try to hang on, the
way it resurfaces despite our best efforts to forget.
Pillar of Na references the story of Lot’s wife, who
“God” turned into a pillar of salt. “Na” is the chemical
symbol for sodium. “Nah” is a passive refusal – it means
nothing. Musically, Pillar of Na is Saintseneca’s most
ambitious album yet: “I wanted to use the idiom of
folk-rock and to try to do something that had never
been done before,” Little explains. “I’m looking for the
intersection between Kendrick Lamar and The Fairport
Convention.” A catchy and clever confection.

Though many play with its poses, few artists truly
embody Outlaw Country (with a refreshingly modern
twist) like Jason Isbell and his formidable band, The
400 Unit. Live From The Ryman was primarily recorded
during six sold out night at Nashville’s legendary
Ryman Auditorium in 2017. The double-album features
songs from their last three critically-acclaimed, awardwinning albums: Southeastern (2013), Something More
Than Free (2015) and The Nashville Sound (2017). “The
Ryman is a very special place,” says Isbell. “Obviously
the place has an incredible pedigree, but what I
love most about it is somewhat structural: From the
audience, a show really looks and sounds great in that
room.” Indeed: And the passions shared by both the
artists and their audience are perfectly captured here.

Gregory Alan Isakov recorded his new album, Evening
Machines, in a converted barn studio located on his
three-acre farm. “Sometimes I couldn’t sleep, so I’d
walk into the studio and work really hard into the
night,” he says. “A lot of times I would find myself in
the light of all these VU meters and the tape machine
glow, so that’s where the title came from.” As such,
Evening Machines possesses a dusky hue. Hushed
acoustic guitar and sparse piano combine for a moody
foundation that’s amplified by ornate and heavy
embellishments: Distant electric guitars, keyboards,
pedal steel, saw, percussion, strings, banjo, and some
electronic drums. Evening Machines was mixed by
Tucker Martine (Neko Case, The Decemberists) and
Andrew Berlin (Descendants, Rise Against).

Following a series of DIY recordings, Clean is Soccer
Mommy’s journey out of her bedroom and into
the studio with a full band and an incredible record
produced by Gabe Wax (War On Drugs, Deerhunter,
Beirut) and mixed by Ali Chant (Perfume Genius, PJ
Harvey). “I’d never made a full album… I wanted it
to be a lot more cohesive than the rest of the stuff
that came before,” explains Sophie Allison – the mind
behind Soccer Mommy. “I wanted to make something
that was a full piece of my life.” Despite the update in
recording gear, Clean still retains the lo-fi charms of
Soccer Mommy’s previous work, which has glimmers
of 90s heroes like Liz Phair and Julianna Hatfield.
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Castlecomer’s eponymous new album is equal parts
rock and roll abandon, meticulous pop craftsmanship,
and arena-ready anthems. “All Of The Noise” mixes
thoughtful beauty with raw power, while “Move” pairs
Bede Kennedy’s silky smooth vocals with a disco-tinged
arrangement that’s pure 1970’s joy. Castlecomer also
offers the band a chance to show off the versatility
that marks their exhilarating live shows, where punk
snarl (“She Knows”) and stripped-back tenderness
(“Leaving”) meet undeniable dancefloor jams (“Make
Love Make Music”) No Castlecomer concert would be
complete without a tear through “Fire Alarm,” though. It
was the first song Kennedy wrote for the album and the
one that changed his life – “I decided then and there to
quit my day job and focus solely on music.” Good move.

Produced by Grammy Award-winner Dave Cobb,
The Tree of Forgiveness serves as legendary singer/
songwriter John Prine’s first album of all original
material since his 2005’s Fair & Square. Recorded at
Nashville’s historic RCA Studio A, the album includes
ten new songs written by Prine along with co-writers
Pat McLaughlin, Roger Cook, Dan Auerbach, Keith
Sykes and Phil Spector. In addition to Prine (lead vocals
and acoustic guitar), Cobb (acoustic guitar, mellotron,
claps, kazoo) and Prine’s longtime band, the album
features special guests Brandi Carlile, Jason Isbell and
Amanda Shires. The highly-anticipated collection is
introduced by the heartfelt “Summer’s End” which is
classic Prine. In fact, this album proves that Prine has
lost none of his magic. He’s a national treasure.

Somewhere South of Sane is the seventh solo album
from artist, producer, Palo Santo Records co-founder,
Salim Nourallah. A sprawling double-album this is
Nourallah’s boldest work yet – one that explores the
desolation of peace in America (“Relief”), the implosion
of a marriage (“A Betrayal”), and the madness of a life
lived among the record stacks (“Boy in a Record Shop”).
The album is an honest, often brutal introspective
exercise that is relatable, heartbreaking, and amusing
all at the same time. And given Nourallah’s total
creative freedom, Somewhere South of Sane a shifting
sonic landscape that could easily be mistaken for the
work of multiple artists. As such, Somewhere South of
Sane is Nourallah’s best work yet.

After creating a worldwide fan base as founder and
former lead vocalist for Sick Puppies, Shimon Moore –
AKA Shim – the Australian-born singer, songwriter and
producer found himself back at square one. “I set out to
make the best music of my career — which I’ve done,”
Moore says. “For better or worse, I put everything I had
to give into this album… I couldn’t have bled any more
than I did on this music.” It rocks. It pops. It’s distorted
as fuck. And it’s impossible not to feel Shim’s blood
running through all 11 tracks. “The theme of this album
is about someone digging themselves out of a hole,”
he says. “It’s the whole journey of doing the work to
create the life you want, despite the obstacles.”
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Discovered on America’s Got Talent – and former
stars of their own reality tv series called The Willis
Family on TLC – The Willis Clan is a family of worldclass singers, dancers, musicians, writers and artists,
merging their Irish roots and the love of multiple music
genres into one unique sound. Over the course of the
12 emotionally hard-hitting tracks on the album, Speak
My Mind, The Willis Clan paints an intimate portrait
of a family individually and collectively confronting
and finding their ways through the darkest and most
harrowing of circumstances – including a tragedy
that nearly stopped the siblings’ meteoric career
in its tracks. Still, the moments of painful and deep
introspection are beautifully balanced by uplifting
threads of hope that run through the songs.

News of a previously unreleased recording by any of
jazz s “Holy Trinity” is a reason to get excited. Now two
have come along in the space of a few months. Hot
on the heels of Impulse’s hit Coltrane release comes
this precious lost treasure from prime-era Thelonious
Monk, featuring his most critically acclaimed Quartet.
Mønk is a memorable live set from Copenhagen in
1963 featuring, among other gems, glorious versions
of soon-to-be classics “Bye-Ya” and “Monk’s Dream”
that outdo even the famous studio versions. It’s most
definitely Monk in is pomp, heralding a year in which
Monk would become one of only 4 jazz artists to ever
appear on the front cover of TIME magazine. You need
this.

Richard Reed Parry’s Quiet River of Dust is a
meditative, widescreen musical experience with
Beach Boy harmonies tethered to a hypnotic pulse
– songs that follow a current rather than circular
composition. Japanese folk myths, death poems and
British folk music are tributaries flowing into a river of
avant-garde composition and traditional song craft,
written and performed by a member of the Grammywinning rock band, Arcade Fire. Being released as two
volumes, Quiet River of Dust Vol. 1 will be available
on the start of the autumn equinox, September 2018
while Vol. 2 comes out the following year on the spring
equinox 2019. Guests include Yuka Honda of Cibo
Matto, Amedeo Pace from Blonde Redhead, and The
National’s Aaron and Bryce Dessner.

Stick your head out the window and sniff the air:
There’s a blizzard of badness brewing, and it’s not
blowing over anytime soon. From their home base
in the Heartland, Tulsa, Oklahoma’s Broncho have a
unique vantage point from which to survey the sins.
Led by the charmingly sardonic delivery of singer and
bandleader Ryan Lindsey, The band’s fourth album,
Bad Behavior, is Broncho’s strongest effort yet. If Tom
Petty wrote dystopian pop songs with enough reverb
to drown out the dismay of the dying world around
him, it might sound a lot like “Boys Got To Go.” There’s
something immediately classic and groovy about
this song that will have you belting it out of your car
window on the way out of here.
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John Lennon’s iconic 1971 album Imagine is arguably
the apex of his solo career. For Imagine: The Ultimate
Mixes the original album has been mixed from the
ground up by Grammy-winning engineer Paul Hicks at
Abbey Road Studios under the supervision of Yoko Ono
Lennon. Hicks utilized high-definition 24-bit/96kHz
audio transfers of the album’s original multitrack
recordings, and the resulting in an astounding new
level of clarity. Hicks reveals, “Yoko was very keen that
these Ultimate Mixes should achieve three things – to
be totally faithful and respectful to the originals, be
generally sonically clearer overall and should increase
the clarity of John’s vocals. ‘It’s about John’ she
said. And she was right. His voice brings the biggest
emotional impact to the album.”

Travel can inspire in surprising ways: Kurt Vile
discovered as much making his first record in three
years, the eclectic and electrifying Bottle It In, which
he recorded at various studios around the country
over two very busy years, during sessions that usually
punctuated the ends of long tours or family road
trips. Bottle It In heads off in new directions, pushing
at the edges of the map into unexplored territory. Of
course, there are monster jams here, but Bottle It In
showcases an artist who is still evolving and growing:
A songwriter who, like his hero John Prine, can make
you laugh and break your heart, often in the same line
– all delivered in his wise, laconic jive-talkin’ drawl. Kim
Gordon and Lucius guest.

The reason why you see Herb Alpert’s records in used
record bins so often is because he sold a metric shitton of them! Factor in his time as a label honcho, a
visual artist, and a philanthropist, and you have one of
the most fascinating careers in modern music. But it all
comes back to the music on which he made his name
(Miles Davis loved him, btw). Music Volume 3 - Herb
Alpert Reimagines The Tijuana Brass, Alpert returns
to some of his most iconic songs and transforms them
with brand new arrangements, recordings, and modern
production. Get ready to hear “A Taste Of Honey,”
“Whipped Cream,” “The Lonely Bull,” and many more
as you’ve never heard them before!

Yet more confirmation that Uncle Acid & The Deadbeats
exist in their own musical universe, Wasteland is also
a powerful cautionary tale: One rooted in the alien
landscapes of mastermind Kevin Starrs’ imagination,
but with a very clear connection to the deranged
chaos of today’s political world. A disorientating
journey through Starrs’ wonkiest dreams, Wasteland
glides majestically from punchy and direct psych-rock
anthems like “I See Through You” and “Shockwave City”
to the viscous, somnambulant ooze of the eight-minute
“No Return” and the twinkly-eyed bad trip of the album’s
mesmerizing title track. Recorded at the legendary
Sunset Sound studio in Los Angeles, Wasteland boasts
the kind of irresistibly raw and exuberant sound that
only the greatest bands can generate.

As a founding member of The Kinks, Dave Davies is a
musician who needs little introduction. After decisively
solving the riddle of the first “Great Lost Dave Davies
Solo Album,” 2011’s magnificent Hidden Treasures, we
now have what should have been its sequel: Decade.
Years prior to the issue of Dave’s first “proper” solo
album, 1980’s AFL1-3603, he was working on the
fascinating tracks that make up this new compilation.
The tapes were unearthed by his sons and properly
mixed and mastered in a way that lets these songs
shimmer and shine even brighter than they did at
inception. Any album recorded over the span of 10
years runs the risk of ending up wildly erratic, yet
Decade is surprisingly cohesive. A treasure.
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Rod Stewart has transcended all genres of popular
music – making him one of the few stars to enjoy
chart-topping albums in every decade of his career.
Blood Red Roses, a deeply personal 13-track collection
of originals and three covers, is quite simply peak
Rod Stewart. “I always think I make albums for a
few friends and this record has that intimacy,” says
Stewart. “Sincerity and honesty go a long way in life
and the same is true in songwriting.” This philosophy
is put into practice on the album’s first single, “Didn’t
I” which tackles the damage drugs can do from a
parent’s point of view. Blood Red Roses has it all: Folk,
Motown-tinged pop, unadulterated rock’n’roll, and
heart-melting ballads.

The Eclipse Sessions, John Hiatt’s newest album,
offers up his strongest set of songs in years. From the
breezy opener “Cry To Me,” to the stark “Nothing In
My Heart,” the lost-love lamentation “Aces Up Your
Sleeve” to the rollicking “Poor Imitation Of God,” The
Eclipse Sessions proves that the singer-songwriter,
now 66, is only getting better with age. There’s a grit
to these songs – a craggy, perfectly-imperfect quality
that colors every aspect of the performances, right
down to Hiatt’s vocals, which are quite possibly his
most raw and expressive to date. “They ain’t pretty,”
he says. “But I don’t mind a bit. All the catches and
the glitches and the gruffness, that sounds right to me.
That sounds like who I am.”

In the 1980 documentary Philip Guston: A Life Lived,
the famed neo-expressionist talks about a painting he
keeps starting over: “What I’m always seeking is some
great simplicity where the whole thing is just there,” he
says. This pursuit is what drives Young Jesus on their
new record The Whole Thing Is Just There. Young
Jesus combines a palette of indie rock instrumentation
with a spirit of unhindered spontaneity to construct
– and deconstruct – sonic landscapes. With soaring
melodies,
spiraling
polyrhythms,
free-wheeling
improvisation, and a raw, stirring vocal performance
from John Rossiter, The Whole Thing Is Just There
is both prismatic and resolute – the sound of four
individuals in pursuit of a common goal: To glimpse
what’s just beyond.

Matt Nathanson has written songs that have found
lots of success in TV and movies. Because of that – or
maybe in spite of it – much of his material is perfectly
suited for a credit sequence. But don’t get it twisted:
That takes skill – and Nathanson is like a sniper who
can zero in on the perfect hook and / or emotion with
deadly accuracy. Throw in that soulful voice and you’ve
got all the makings of a 21st century radio heartthrob.
Consider his recent EP of Def Leppard covers, and
you’ll appreciate his archness. Featuring production
by Butch Walker and released on his own label, Sings
His Sad Heart, is Nathanson at his most elemental plus
a few modern flourishes, production-wise. File under:
Aptly-titled.

Whitey Ford’s House Of Pain is the perfect stylistic
sampler of Everlast’s eclectic and ongoing musical
journey. There’s “The Climb,” a song which, in part,
references his eight-year-old’s ongoing battle with
cystic fibrosis – one of the chief reasons behind the
long gap between records. Watching her suffer fuels
“One of Us,” while “Slow Your Roll” features dirty Delta
Blues and a and a growling vocal hook provided by
Aloe Blacc. The album’s centerpiece, “Summer Rain,”
is a sprawling Beatles meets-Tom Waits meets Neil
Young glimpse into the horrors of drug addiction.
“Dream State,” co-produced by Alchemist, a sly stab
at the Faustian pacts of the music business. Everlast
also offers up a “Jump Around”-style party song in the
rousing “Smokin’ & Drinkin.’”
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Michigan rock ‘n’ rollers Greta Van Fleet offer up
their highly anticipated debut album, Anthem Of The
Peaceful Army, which follows on the promise of their
pair of well received 2017 EPs, Black Smoke Rising and
From the Fires. Collectively written by all four band
members, the ten original songs explore a variety
of topics that include fresh starts, love, integrity,
innocence, adventure, diversity and peace, the life
cycle and its inherent responsibilities, courage, masked
deceptions, revolution, and truth. Drawing inspiration
from song-based artists like Neil Young, Bob Dylan and
Joan Baez, and stylistic comparisons to Led Zeppelin
due to piercing lead singer Josh Kiszka’s uncanny
resemblance to Robert Plant, Anthem Of The Peaceful
Army ushers in Greta Van Fleet’s classic rock revival.

Elle King is back with her second studio album, Shake
The Spirit. The new album is led by “Good Thing Gone,”
a humid, soulful, show-stopping ballad written by Elle
and her band The Brethren, and the Amy Winehouseish jammer, “Shame,” Shake The Spirit does right by its
Soul and Pop ambitions – bringing greater attention
to her vocals and her rocksteady band. Says King:
“I decided to call it Shake The Spirit because I was
shaken to the core over the last year and a half. It’s like
when you see somebody who is struggling, you want
to shake them. Putting this record out is like shaking
myself awake.” Shake also features co-writes with
Greg Kurstin and (surprisingly) Death Cab for Cutie’s
Ben Gibbard.

Colter Wall’s sound is comprised of resonate and
raw baritone vocals, folk and bluegrass style guitar
and banjo picking, steady kick-drum stomping, and
provocative storytelling. Since debuting in 2015 with
the release of his Jason Plumb-produced EP, Imaginary
Appalachia, Wall has received overwhelming acclaim –
Steve Earle declares, “Colter Wall is bar-none the best
young singer-songwriter I’ve seen in twenty years,”
while Rick Rubin, who signed Wall to his American
Songs publishing company, proclaims, “Colter sings and
writes songs in ways seemingly lost in time. There is an
agelessness about him so unusual in someone so young.”
The standout Imaginary Appalachia track “Sleeping On
The Backtop,” was featured on the soundtrack of the
Oscar-nominated film, Hell or High Water.

Ever mercurial, Lupe Fiasco is always on the precipice
of genius or retirement. Fortunately, he’s already
following up 2017’s Drogas Light with back with a
24-track opus, Drogas Wave, which might be the
“brainy smurf of rap”’s (Pitchfork) most philosophical
and artistic project to date. “Drogas Wave is based on
a story about a group of slaves that jumped off of a
slave ship transporting them from Africa,” says Fiasco.
“The slaves did not drown, and instead somehow
managed to live under the sea. They spent the rest of
their underwater existence sinking slave ships. ‘Drogas’
is the Spanish word for drugs. I made it an acronym
which stands for ‘Don’t Ruin Us God Said.’” It’s epic. It’s
deep, And, of course, it bangs.
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A mere five months after the release of her debut
album, Night Night at the First Landing, Madeline
Kenney traveled from Oakland, CA to the woods
outside of Durham, NC to record her sophomore
album with Wye Oak’s Jenn Wasner. The choice was a
conscious decision to explore new ways of creating –
and Perfect Shapes finds Kenney leaping headfirst into
fresh and adventurous territory. From the delightfully
warped percussion on opening track “Overhead” to
the burbling synths on the R&B-tinted “The Flavor of
the Fruit Tree” and the left-field trumpet solo in “Your
Art,” these rich and inventive ideas echo Yo La Tengo’s
everything-but-the-kitchen-sink mentality, as well as
the surging soundscapes of Tame Impala and Wye Oak
at their most impressionistic.

In Our Wake which the California metalcore mavericks,
Atreyu, reuniting with producer John Feldmann who
helmed Lead Sails And Paper Anchor (2007). “While
we were on the road, fans kept asking to hear more
from Lead Sails And Paper Anchor,” notes drummer
Brandon Saller. “It made us revisit that era of the band.
We named the album In Our Wake because a lot of the
concepts address this question. There are lyrics about
dealing with your own personal demons and darkness.
Some of it is about our children, which his who we
live directly in our wake. Others are about the general
public and the outpouring of hate and fear – especially
in our country. We created something of a concept
record without even trying.”

“When I started writing songs for the album that would
become Feeling Strangely Fine, John Munson and
Jake Slichter and I were living in South Minneapolis.
I had decided a while back that my best songs were
about me and the people I loved or admired and our
adventures and troubles,” reflects Semisonic’s Dan
Wilson. “I wanted to make a record that had the folk
music simplicity of Simon & Garfunkel but also the
loudness of U2 and Nirvana. I wasn’t thinking that
these songs would become the soundtrack for so
many people’s lives. We definitely weren’t thinking
that these songs would still be played on the radio 20
years later.” This deluxe edition features four B-sides
and liner notes from the band.

